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ABSTRACT
The predominant model for earthquake faulting is a shear crack, including surrounding
damage zones. Observation of this complete shear crack system at seismogenic depth, however,
has been elusive. Shear cracks with damage zones are related to fault formation and growth, and
earthquake rupture physics and size, but observational and analytical limitations impede use of
the shear crack paradigm in quantitative, monitoring and hazard seismology. Here we obtain
high-precision earthquake relocations for the 2020 M6.5 Monte Cristo Range, Nevada
earthquake sequence. The seismicity illuminates two, en-echelon primary faulting surfaces and
surrounding, characteristic shear-crack features such as edge, wall, tip, and linking damage
zones, showing that this sequence ruptured a complete shear crack system. Shallow damage
zones align with areas of dense surface fracturing, subsidence and after-slip, showing the
importance of damage zones for shaking intensity and earthquake hazard. These results
emphasize the importance of using the complete shear crack model in earthquake seismology.
INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes result from the release of elastic strain energy though slip across faults deep
in the Earth. Fault segments can be idealized as shear cracks, with geometrical and energy
constraints during slip and fault growth producing complex damage zones surrounding the crack.
Geometrical and physical properties of the complete shear crack and damage zone system are
directly related to fault formation and growth, and earthquake size and rupture propagation (1–
6).
Shear cracks and faults are studied though theory, numerically, in the laboratory, at the
surface through field investigation or remote sensing, and at depth through geophysical measures
(1, 3, 5, 7–20). These studies characterize a complete system of shear-crack faulting (Fig. 1) as a
high-strain core with a fracture damage zone halo and a broader, surrounding damage zone
comprising edge, wall, tip, and linking faults and fractures (2, 21–23). Damage around fault edge
tips, parallel to the main slip direction, includes en-echelon Riedel shears and complex palm or
flower structures at shallow depth. Lateral tips, normal to the main slip direction, show damage
primarily on the dilatational side of the fault, dominated by wing cracks and horsetail fractures
with extensional slip, and synthetic branch faults or splay faults with slip similar to the main slip.
Linking damage zones included extensional and contractional steps, show high complexity and
often form through the fusion of lateral tip damage zones of adjacent shear cracks. Wall damage
may include any of these features as abandoned relics of previous fault tip propagation. The
high-strain core forms the principal slip surface in large earthquakes and typically hosts few
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aftershocks, while the damage zones host a majority of aftershocks due to stress concentration
and fault growth after main rupture (19, 24–28).

Fig. 1. A complete shear crack system. Schematic map view of shear-crack
damage zones around left-lateral, strike-slip faulting cores separated by a contractional, linking
stepover. SHmin and SHmax show directions of minimum and maximum compressive stress,
respectively.
Though many large, hazardous faults are considered “mature”, with cumulative slip of
10-100’s of km and composed of few segments relative to their length (6, 29), seismicity on
these faults usually does not clearly exhibit features of shear cracks other than a high-strain core.
High-accuracy and high-precision earthquake relocations allow inference of three-dimensional
faults geometry at seismogenic depths and sometimes resolve apparent shear-crack features, such
as tip, linking or wall damage zones, step-overs, and orthogonal antithetic faulting, as
components of overall faulting patterns in complex or diffuse seismicity (30–38). Identification
of a majority of the primary slip surfaces and aftershock seismicity for a large-earthquake at
seismogenic depth with the expected geometry and features of a complete shear-crack system
would clearly emphasize how earthquakes are rupture of shear cracks, and should be modeled as
such to advance quantitative, monitoring and hazard seismology.
The 2020-05-15, Mw 6.5 Monte Cristo Range, Nevada earthquake occurred in western
Nevada in the Mina deflection, a major structural right-step with block rotation and eastnortheast trending sinistral faulting within the northwest trending, dextral, eastern California
shear zone to Walker Lane belt system (39, 40). Left-lateral, strike-slip faulting on a steep,
N73ºE striking plane for the Mw 6.5 mainshock is indicated by the distribution of aftershocks and
by the USGS, W-phase centroid moment tensor (USGS-CMT; Hayes et al., 2009; Benz, 2017),
the Nevada Seismological Laboratory (NSL) regional moment tensor (NSL-RMT; 41), and other
mechanism solutions. The Monte Cristo event has a productive aftershock sequence (over 12,000
events detected up to 2020-07-31), while numerous nearby stations, a low-noise monitoring
environment, and high-quality event detection, processing and data archiving at the NSL, USGS
and IRIS Data Management Center (IRIS-DMC) make this sequence an excellent opportunity for
high-precision aftershock relocation to resolve detailed, 3D features of seismicity for a large
earthquake.
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Here we obtain high-precision, absolute earthquake relocations for Monte Cristo
seismicity from 2020-01-01 to 2020-07-31 using a robust, probabilistic location method (42, 43),
source-specific, station travel-time corrections, and a new, multi-event, absolute relocation
procedure based on waveform coherency between events. These procedures produce a detailed,
3D map of the Monte Cristo seismicity and associated focal mechanisms which we interpret as
numerous shear-crack features, including edge and lateral tip damage zones, and a contractional
stepover. This seismicity delimits two principal slip surfaces for mainshock rupture, though few
events locate on these surfaces, and a broad zone of shallower, secondary strike-slip and damage
zone faulting to the west. This high-precision, 3D seismicity characterizes the Mw 6.5 Monte
Cristo rupture as faulting on a complete but relatively simple set of shear-crack structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Earthquake catalog
We obtain an earthquake catalog for the Monte Cristo area (latitude 37.76º to 38.59º,
longitude -118.62º to -117.27º) from 2020-01-01 to 2020-07-31 through earthquake.usgs.gov
(44) including corresponding NSL and USGS P and S arrival times, time uncertainties and firstmotions. This USGS-NSL catalog (Fig. S2) contains about 12,000 events down to M-0.2 and is
complete down to about M1.5. We obtain from IRIS-DMC metadata for permanent and
temporary stations used for relocation (within 1º of latitude 38.16º, longitude -117.88º; near the
Mw 6.5 epicenter) and waveforms for coherence analysis.
High-precision, absolute relocation
Accurate and precise absolute location of earthquake hypocenters requires stations close
to and above the source zone with high-quality, consistent arrival-time picking (45–48), using 3D
and geology-based, seismic velocity models (49–52), calibrating arrival-time corrections with
ground-truth sources (53, 54), application of station travel-time corrections (55–59), and use of
location algorithms robust to error in the velocity models or earthquake arrival-time data (43, 57,
60). High-precision, multi-event, relative location (60–65) requires and builds upon accurate,
precise absolute location by using waveform similarity and cross-correlation timing to gain
information on fine-scale, inter-event spatial relations.
We obtain absolute earthquake relocations for the Monte Cristo area using sourcespecific, station travel-time corrections (SSST; 56) and high-precision relocation based on
waveform coherency between events. These procedures produce enhanced relative location and
clustering of events, and allow analysis of model- and data-dependent error in the hypocenters.
We perform these relocations with the NonLinLoc (NLL) algorithm (42, 43), which uses
efficient global sampling algorithms to obtain an estimate of the posterior probability density
function (PDF) in 3D space for absolute hypocenter location. The location PDF provides a
complete description of likely hypocentral locations, includes comprehensive uncertainty
information, and allows robust application of waveform coherency relocation. Within NLL, we
use the equal differential-time (EDT) likelihood function (43, 57, 66–68), which is very robust in
the presence of outlier data caused by large error in the arrival-times or predicted travel-times.
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For initial NLL relocations we calculate travel-times in a smoothed version (KS-smooth;
Fig. S1) of the KS seismic P-wave velocity model used for 2008 Mogul, northwest Nevada
sequence relocations (69); a smooth model avoids location artifacts at layer interfaces. We use a
finite-differences, eikonal-equation algorithm (70) to calculate P travel-times for each station and
use a constant Vp/Vs=1.73 to obtain S travel-times.
We relocate events in two stages using NLL. For the first stage, starting with the initial
NLL relocations (Fig. S2), we iteratively generate SSST corrections which vary smoothly within
a 3D volume to provide a source-position dependent correction for each station and phase type.
We use smoothing distances of 32, 16, 8 and 4km and only events in the USGS-NLL catalog
which have arrival data at one of the nearby temporary stations, installed from 2020-05-16. Only
P and S arrivals with residuals of ≤1.0 sec for relocated events meeting minimum quality criteria
are used for update at each iteration. See supplementary material Methods S1 for more details.
We relocate the full catalog using the final 4km smoothing-length, SSST corrections (Fig. S2).
The median formal error (e.g. with velocity model fixed) for the NLL-SSST relocations is 1.5
km in epicenter and 1.7 km in depth.
In the second relocation stage we greatly reduce absolute location, aleatoric error by
combining location information across events based on waveform coherency between the events.
This absolute coherency relocation is based on the concept that if the waveforms at a station for
two or more events are very similar (have high coherency) up to a given frequency, then the
distance separating these “multiplet” events is small relative to the seismic wavelength at that
frequency and the events represent stress release on the same, small fault patch (71–73). The
NLL coherency relocation for a target event is a stack over 3D space of the event’s SSST
location PDF and the SSST PDF’s for other events, each weighted by the waveform coherency
between the target event and the other event. The same weighting is used to combine first-motion
readings between multiplet events, producing an increased number of more robust, though
locally correlated, focal-mechanisms. Unlike differential-time based relative location, absolute
coherency relocation requires waveforms from only a single stations, allowing precise relocation
for sparse networks, and for foreshocks and early aftershocks of a mainshock sequence or swarm
before temporary stations are installed. See the supplementary material Methods S2 for more
details. The median formal error for the final NLL-SSST-coherence relocations is 0.33 km in
epicenter and 0.35 km in depth. A comparison with relocations using the smooth KS model
modified with lower and higher velocities gives an estimate of epistemic absolute error of about
1 km in epicenter and 1.5 km in depth, with events shifted shallower and to the south in the faster
model.
We relocated the Mw 6.5 mainshock hypocenter using the final SSST corrections and
arrivals picked arrivals on waveforms obtained from IRIS-DMC to augment the USGS and NSL
arrival data. Since nearby temporary stations are not available and waveforms for the large
mainshock do not correlate with any later events, the mainshock hypocenter is poorly
constrained in depth at 12±8km, while the epicenter is moderately well constrained within ±2
km. Mainshock relocation with and without S arrival readings give similar epicenters but no
depth constraint (Table 1; all depths in this study are below sea level).
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Table 1. Mw 6.5 Monte Cristo foreshock and mainshock relocations
Origin time (UTC)

Event

Mag

Lat

Long

errH

Depth

2020-01-26 02:25:52.3 Foreshock (well constrained)

1.8

38.156º -117.894º ±0.4km

8.1±0.2km

2020-03-12 08:13:09.2 Foreshock (well constrained)

2.2

38.156º -117.893º ±0.7km

8.1±0.2km

2020-03-12 08:21:22.3 Foreshock (well constrained)

1.1

38.156º -117.883º ±0.7km

8.1±0.2km

2020-03-30 20:55:56.5

Foreshock

1.0

38.156º -117.901º ±2.0km

5.4±7.2km

2020-03-31 05:43:20.9

Foreshock

1.1

38.148º -117.872º ±2.2km

4.1±10.5km

2020-05-15 11:03:27.1

Mainshock P+S

6.5

38.162º -117.890º ±1.7km

12.2±7.5km

2020-05-15 11:03:26.9

Mainshock P only

6.5

38.175º -117.895º ±2.7km

1.8±6.0km

Mainshock proxy

6.5

38.156º -117.890º

8.1 km

RESULTS
Monte Cristo sequence seismicity and interpreted faulting structures
We examine the Monte Cristo sequence seismicity in detail using NLL-SSST-coherence
absolute relocations of the 2020-01-01 to 2020-07-31 USGS-NSL catalog. Aftershock seismicity
may outline principal rupture surfaces or define surrounding damage zone structures, or may be
triggered or induced events on secondary structures at some distance from the principal rupture
zones (6, 26, 74, 75). We attempt to distinguish and identify these cases here though analysis
and classification of seismicity patterns and focal mechanisms.
Fig. 2 shows a map view of the relocated seismicity, with moment tensor mechanisms
and surface observations relating to the Monte Cristo sequence and a large earthquake in 1932,
and contextual geologic and geophysical information. Most Monte Cristo seismicity falls along
an ~45 km long and ~5 km wide, ~N75ºE trending, near-vertical zone, with the majority of
events distributed from ~14 km east to ~20km west of the mainshock epicenter and within about
1-12 km depth. This main trend matches the strike of the near east-west fault plane of the USGSCMT and the NSL-RMT moment tensors for the mainshock. Much of the seismicity forms
sparse clusters of about 100 m extent or less, or forms narrow, elongated, tabular groupings up to
about 500 m long. This sparseness and grouping shows the prevalence in this sequence of
multiplet events for which coherence relocation finds nearly coincident hypocenters with an
apparent inter-multiplet relative error of less than 100 m.
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Fig. 2. Map view of Monte Cristo seismicity. NLL-SSST-coherence absolute
relocations for ~11,000 events 2020-01-01 to 2020-07-31 with error-ellipsoid, semi-major
axis ≤ 5 km. Map view with event color showing hypocenter depth and symbol size
proportional to magnitude. Re-picked Mw6.5 hypocenter and its proxy (mean hypocenter of 3
well constrained foreshocks) indicated by small and large, dark red, cross symbols,
respectively. Blue focal mechanisms show Mw 6.5 mainshock USGS-CMT W‐phase and
2020-12-18 10:17:23
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NSL-RMT regional moment tensors, gray mechanism shows the RMT for the 1932 Mw 7.2
Cedar Mountain earthquake (41). Purple contours show Sentinel-1 vertical displacement (2
cm interval; heaviest contour indicates zero level; ~28 cm maximum subsidence; ~4 cm
maximum uplift), thick, light red line shows interpreted NE-SW after-slip (May 17 – May 23)
with 2-3 cm of LOS displacement (76). Red shade shows area of dense mapped surface
ruptures and fractures (77). SHmin and SHmax show directions of regional minimum and
maximum compressive stress, respectively (from 3 closest data in 81); the intermediate
principal stress axis is vertical. Seismic stations shown as dark gray tetrahedrons. Brown lines
show faults from the Quaternary fault and fold database for the United States. Background
topography image from OpenTopgraphy.org. Inset shows location of study area (blue
rectangle) in the western United States. The lower panel shows a depth-distance view from
south with event color showing origin time (dark blue shows events in first day after the
mainshock) and symbol size proportional to magnitude. See also in the electronic supplement
to this article Movie S1 (available here during review:
http://alomax.free.fr/projects/MonteCristo_2020/MonteCristo2020_ALomax_NLL-SSSTcoherence_movie.mp4).
In map view, two, distinct, linear, deeper zones of seismicity parallel to the main trend
extend ~12km east and west from the epicentral area. Within about 3 km of the epicenter the
seismicity suggests additional faulting structures north and south of the main trend. From about 5
to 18km west of the epicenter is a wide zone of shallow seismicity including southwest-northeast
lineations, the westernmost of this seismicity under Candelaria and further to the west-southwest
activates a day or more after the mainshock (Fig. 2). About 4 km west of the eastern end of the
aftershock zone and perpendicular to the main trend is an ~5 km long zone of seismicity crossed
at its northern end by an ~2 km, orthogonal trend of epicenters. At the eastern end of the
aftershock zone is a complex zone of seismicity to the northeast of the main trend. We examine
further this seismicity along with focal mechanisms with consideration of their 3D geometry to
show numerous shear-crack phenomena and provides details of the principal, damage zones and
shallower rupture during and after the mainshock.
Principal slip surfaces
In 3D, the two, deeper, linear zones of seismicity parallel to the main trend consist of
small clusters and short lineations of events on and around two, narrow (< 0.5km), en-echelon,
surfaces extending ~12 km east and ~10 km west from the mainshock epicenter and from about
4-12km depth (Figs. 2 and 3). The eastern zone forms a near-vertical plane while that to the west
is near-vertical below about 7 km and widens around a steep, ~70º south-southeast dipping plane
at shallower depths (Fig. 4), possibly extending up to about 2 km depth at its western end. We
interpret these zones as two principal slip surfaces for mainshock rupture. The deepest seismicity
along these two slip surfaces (Fig. 3c; >9km) forms two distinct lineations offset by a right step
of about 1.5 km, implying a contractional stepover for left-lateral faulting on the two surfaces.
The small clusters and short lineations around these zones suggest Riedel shears, which are
expected along fault edge tips of a shear-crack (19), though the precision of the relocations is not
high enough to confirm this interpretation.
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Fig. 3. Depth slices of Monte Cristo seismicity. NLL-SSST-coherence absolute
relocations in depth ranges a) above 4 km, b) 4-9 km, c) below 9 km. Event filtering and map
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elements as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Vertical section through western principal slip zone. Depth-distance
view from N73ºE of NLL-SSST-coherence absolute relocations within the polygon shown in
Fig. 3. Mw6.5 hypocenter and its proxy (dark red crosses) are projected from ~1 km east of
section. Event filtering and map elements as in Fig. 2.

The eastern and western ends of each principal surface abut zones of seismicity to the
northeast and southwest, respectively, of the trend of the surfaces, thus in the dilatational
quadrant for sinistral faulting. (Fig. 5). Note that the western part of the western principal slip
zone is dipping and offsets to the north at shallow depth, so the majority of shallow seismicity to
the west (Fig. 3a; <4km) is in the dilatational quadrant of this slip surface. The zones of
seismicity abutting the principal slip surfaces exhibit lineations striking about 40º
counterclockwise to the strike of the principal slip surfaces and sub-parallel to the regional
maximum compressive stress (Shmax). Events in these zones show normal-faulting mechanisms,
indicating northwest-southeast extension, sub-parallel to the regional minimum compressive
stress (SHmin), and strike-slip mechanisms with pressure and tension axes aligned with SHmax
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and SHmin, respectively (Fig. 6). All of these characteristic are those expected for lateral tip
damage structures (2, 78).
Overall, the two principal slip surfaces and terminating damage structures bear a
remarkable resemblance, on a large scale, to shear cracks with associated tip damage zones, with
some additional complexity, particular at shallower depth for the western segment (Figs. 5 and
7).

Fig. 5. Oblique view of Monte Cristo seismicity. NLL-SSST-coherence absolute
relocations in perspective view downwards from east-northeast to align with main fault planes
and fault tip damage structures. Red line segments show focal-mechanism nodal-axes for
normal-faulting events; these axes fall approximately along the strike of the fault planes. Event
filtering and map elements as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. Tension axes and faulting orientations from Monte Cristo seismicity
first-motion mechanisms. a) Focal mechanism tension axes for strike-slip and normalfaulting events. b) Focal mechanism slip axes closest to strike N73°E for strike-slip events; in
map view these axes fall approximately along the strike of the faulting plane or of the auxiliary
plane (i.e. the true fault-plane strike may be orthogonal to this axis). c) Focal mechanism nodal
axes for normal-faulting events; these axes fall approximately along the strike of the faulting
plane. d) Depth-distance view from N165°E (approximately perpendicular to main trend of
seismicity) showing focal mechanism slip axes closest to strike N73°E for strike-slip events; in
this view these axes fall approximately along the slip direction of the faulting plane or of the
auxiliary plane (i.e. the true slip direction may be orthogonal to this axis). FMAMP focal
mechanisms (supplementary material Methods S3) shown for events with ≥25 combined firstmotion readings from multiplet events. Strike-slip events are defined as having nodal axis
within 30° of vertical; normal-faulting events as having pressure axis within 30° of vertical and
tension axis within 30° of horizontal; under similar criteria there are only around 10 thrust
mechanisms (not shown or analyzed). NLL-SSST-coherence absolute relocations are shown
with event color corresponding to hypocenter depth. Re-picked Mw6.5 hypocenter and its
proxy (mean hypocenter of 3 well constrained foreshocks) indicated by small and large red
cross symbol, respectively. Other map elements as in Fig. 2.

Mainshock hypocenter and rupture initiation
The mainshock hypocenter falls within the contractional stepover between the two
principal slip surfaces (e.g. Fig. 3bc), but its large depth uncertainty precludes detailed
association with faulting structures. There are, however, 5 likely foreshocks M 1.0-2.2 in the
catalog within the Monte Cristo seismicity and near the mainshock epicenter (Table 1; Fig. S3).
Three of these events are members of multiplets and have well constrained coherence locations,
their hypocenters form a tight cluster within the contractional stepover at about 8km depth,
above the mainshock hypocenter (Fig. 2). Since small foreshocks of large mainshocks in the
eastern California shear zone and elsewhere are often nearly co-located with the mainshock
hypocenter (58, 79, 80), we take the mean hypocenter of the 3 well constrained foreshocks as a
well constrained proxy for the mainshock hypocenter (Table 1).
This proxy mainshock hypocenter is located near the western end of the eastern principal
slip surface and in a tabular, north-south oriented zone of seismicity below about 4 km depth
Figs. 2 and 3). This north-south zone links the ends of the two principal slip surfaces across the
contractional stepover (Figs. 5 and 6). The focal mechanisms in this tabular zone are mainly
strike-slip (Fig. 6) with either near east-west fault planes, giving left-lateral, synthetic faulting, or
near north-south fault planes, giving right-lateral, antithetic faulting and perhaps counterclockwise block rotation within the stepover. Around the north and south limits of this zone are
clusters of events with mechanisms indicated northwest-southeast extensional faulting
(northeast-southwest nodal axes in Figs. 4 and 5c; northwest-southeast tensional axes in Fig. 5a),
this seismicity could define tip damage for the stepover faulting and the principal slip surfaces.
The proxy mainshock hypocenter allows that the mainshock initiated either as left-lateral
rupture on the western end of the eastern principal slip surface, or right-lateral rupture on the
north-south linking zone. It is also possible that the hypocenter corresponds to an immediate
2020-12-18 10:17:23
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foreshock on one of these structures that incited nearby rupture on the other structure or on the
western principal slip surface.

Fig. 7. Schematic interpretation of Monte Cristo seismicity. Perspective view
downwards from the south-southwest showing NLL-SSST-coherence absolute relocations
and simplified interpretations of primary fault planes, main fault damage zones and surface
fracturing. Red star shows the proxy, mainshock hypocenter (Table 1). Orange shapes show
the two, principal, left-lateral slip surfaces and the western, shallow, synthetic splay; green
shape shows faulting across the contractional stepover; yellow shapes show selected tip
damage zones consisting of mainly right-lateral, synthetic branch faults and extensional,
horsetail splays; blue shapes show a sample of, mainly strike-slip, tip, upper and lower edge
and wall damage zones including possible Riedel shears; purple shapes show likely triggered,
right-and left-lateral secondary faulting. Event filtering and other map elements as in Fig. 2.

Orthogonal faulting to the east
Near the eastern end of the aftershock zone and perpendicular to the main trend is an ~5
km long linear trend of seismicity which aligns with unnamed faults further to the northeast
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along the Pilot Mountains and the Bettles Well fault zone (Fig. 2). This perpendicular trend is
terminated to the north by an ~2 km long, orthogonal lineation of events which activates 1 week
after the mainshock with an Mw 5.1 event at 2020-05-22 00:22; the strike of this lineation
matches closely the strike for left-lateral faulting in the Mw 5.1 USGS-CMT. Events in both of
these trends have strike-slip focal mechanisms which, if the faulting planes follow the strike of
the lineations, show right-lateral faulting for the longer trend and left-lateral faulting for the
shorter trend (Fig. 6).
Shallow seismicity to the west
From about 5 to 18km west of the mainshock epicenter is an ~5km wide zone of shallow
seismicity between ~1-7km depth (Figs. 3 and 4). The position and extent of of this seismicity,
excepting the westernmost ~3 km which mainly occurred more than 2 days after the mainshock,
corresponds to the main subsidence lobe and NE-SW trend of after-slip identified in the vertical
Sentinel-1 InSAR LOS displacement, and to the upward tilted, dilatational quadrant of the
USGS-CMT (Figs. 2 and 5).
This shallow seismicity includes the shallower, south-dipping part of the western
principal slip surface (Fig. 4), which explains the asymmetry in vertical displacement lobes as
the dipping fault plane is near the Earth’s surface under the southern lobe and much farther from
the surface position of the northern lobe. The shallow part of the western principal slip surface is
joined to the west by a more counter-clockwise, southwest-northeast oriented, near-vertical,
tabular zone of seismicity with almost exclusively strike-slip, aftershock focal mechanisms (Fig.
6b and 7), interpreted here as a major synthetic splay. East and west of this splay, shallow,
southwest-northeast oriented seismicity with strike-slip and extensional faulting on apparent
horsetail splays with strike ~30º counterclockwise to the main trend defines apparent lateral-tip
damage structures. The apparent strike and dip of this inferred, shallow faulting agrees with the
orientation of mapped normal and strike-slip faults in the Candelaria Mining District (81).
DISCUSSION
We have determined and analyzed high-precision, absolute earthquake relocations and
focal mechanisms for the 2020 Monte Cristo earthquake sequence. The seismicity and focal
mechanisms show mainshock rupture and aftershocks on two, principal, en-echelon slip surfaces,
on major synthetic and antithetic faults, on splays, and in surrounding damage zones (Figs. 5 and
7), all of which characterizes a complete shear-crack system.
Our results suggests a rupture scenario with foreshock and mainshock hypocenters at
about 8 km depth within the contractional stepover between the two principal, left-lateral slip
surfaces, on synthetic or antithetic faulting within the stepover or on the eastern principal slip
surface (Fig. 7). Rupture near the hypocenter transferred to or incited (58) rupture on the near
vertical, deeper part of the western and eastern principal slip surfaces. Westward rupture
propagated upwards onto the shallow, south-dipping segment of the western slip surface, and
then onto the shallow, southwest-northeast striking, major synthetic splay.
Further Monte Cristo rupture, along with aftershocks and possible after-slip, occur on the
edge, wall, tip, and linking damage zones of the principal slip surfaces, and on secondary
structures, including the orthogonal, ~5 km long linear trend of seismicity near the eastern end of
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the aftershock zone (Fig. 6). Orthogonal to this trend, an ~2km long streak of seismicity activates
days after the mainshock, as does the westernmost ~3 km of the western zone of shallow
seismicity and shallow seismicity further to the west-southwest. The seismicity does not reflect
several, north-south oriented, surface mapped fractures with <10 cm of right-lateral offset above
the principal slip surfaces (77). These fractures may be antithetic faults, expected above the top
edge of deeper, strike-slip shear-cracks (18), and are probably not associated with seismicity
since too shallow to host brittle faulting.
The 2020 Monte Cristo sequence occurred on previously unidentified and mostly buried
or blind faults. However, the two, ~10-12 km long, principal slip surfaces separated by a
compression right-step for Monte Cristo faulting resembles segment lengths and sense of offset
observed at the surface for the Candelaria fault system (82), directly to west of and along the
same trend as the Monte Cristo seismicity. The eastern limit of the Monte Cristo seismicity is
about 15 km south-southeast of and aligns with the southernmost surface ruptures of 1932, Mw
7.2 Cedar Mountain earthquake (Fig. 2) (83).
Major strike-slip faults such as the San Andreas or North Anatolian have large geologic
offset but few steps and other damage zone features per unit length, these are termed “mature”
faults and likely represent the coalescence of earlier, short fault segments (29, 84). The Monte
Cristo seismicity shows that 2020 rupture involved two primary shear-crack fault segments with
numerous and extensive damage features. These segments are unlikely to be mature, since the
Mina deflection tectonic context limits maximum fault length and possibly maximum offset and
age. However, irregular rupture and rupture termination in damage zones is likely responsible for
large ground shaking, since fault tips, edges, bends, step-overs and associated damage zones
radiate the strongest and highest frequency seismic waves (85–88) and host most aftershocks (13,
89).
The position and depth of the mainshock proxy hypocenter, the slip rake from the USGSCMT and other teleseismic CMT faulting mechanisms, the dip of aftershock slip axes and the
shallow seismicity to the west (Figs. 2 and 5) imply that rupture on the deeper, near vertical,
western primary fault segment propagated towards the west and upwards onto a south-dipping
plane without reaching the surface, with east plunging, oblique, left-lateral slip. (The NSL-RMT
does not show plunging slip, perhaps because it use higher-frequency waves and close stations in
a complex tectonic area, leading to poor resolution of shallower slip, and mainly showing
horizontal slip of the earlier, deeper rupture.) The top of this shallow, south-dipping plane falls
along the northwestern boundary of the main lobe of vertical subsidence and along a NE-SW
trend of post-mainshock deformation identified in Sentinel-1 InSAR LOS displacement (76), as
well as defining the southern boundary of a high density, NE-SW zone of mapped surface
ruptures and fractures (77). This mainshock rupture evolution to the west likely caused large
shallow slip, upwards rupture directivity and high shaking intensity, which could explain the
large lobe of vertical subsidence and the after-slip identified in InSAR LOS displacement, as
well as the abundant surface ruptures and fracturing along and to the north of this trend.
Alternatively, the surface ruptures and fracturing may indicate shallow, a-seismic slip around the
northern projection of the rupture plane. Thus mainshock rupture into the extensive, shallow,
western damage zones may have produced greater shaking and potential damage than waves
radiated from deeper slip on the two primary, en-echelon rupture surfaces.
Identification, study and understanding of earthquakes on relatively simple and isolated,
but complete shear-crack systems such as Monte Cristo is important for identifying primary
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causes of damaging earthquake shaking and mitigating earthquake hazard. Strong earthquakes
around M 6-7 are much more frequent than major and great earthquakes and are thus more likely
near and within urban areas, where they are recognized as a hazard on blind thrusts (90, 91).
Strong earthquakes on large, possibly unidentified or hidden, shear-crack structures, with
enhanced shaking and surface fracturing from extensive, associated damage zones, especially if
shallow, may form a major part of the earthquake hazard in many areas.
High precision, absolute relocation of the 2020 Monte Cristo earthquake sequence clearly
illustrates large earthquake rupture on a complete shear-crack system. This detailed seismicity,
along with other geophysical and geological evidence, allows a comprehensive description of a
complex rupture scenario for Monte Cristo within the framework of the shear-crack paradigm.
These results emphasize the importance of using the complete shear-crack model to advance
quantitative, monitoring and hazard seismology.
DATA AND RESOURCES
The supplementary material for this article includes: details on the NLL-SSST and NLLSSST-coherence relocation procedures and FMAMP focal mechanisms, figures showing the
velocity model used for location, epicentral maps for the USGS-NSL catalog and the different
stages of NLL-SSST-coherence relocations of Monte Cristo seismicity, and foreshock and
mainshock relocations, a 3D, fly-around animation of the NLL-SSST-coherence relocations of
Monte Cristo seismicity, and an archive containing the NLL-SSST-coherence earthquake
relocation catalog.
The USGS-NSL earthquake catalog and corresponding phase picks accessed from https://
earthquake.usgs.gov (last accessed October 2020). The facilities of IRIS Data Services, and
specifically the IRIS Data Management Center, were used for access to waveforms and related
metadata used in this study. IRIS Data Services are funded through the Seismological Facilities
for the Advancement of Geoscience and EarthScope (SAGE) Proposal of the National Science
Foundation under Cooperative Agreement EAR-1261681. The U.S. Geological Survey and
Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, Quaternary fault and fold database for the United States,
is available at: https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/faults (last accessed
October 2020).
All earthquake relocations were performed with NonLinLoc (43, 92)
(http://www.alomax.net/nlloc, https://github.com/alomax/NonLinLoc). SeismicityViewer (http://
www.alomax.net/software, last accessed October 2020) was used for 3D seismicity analysis and
plotting, SeisGram2K (http://www.alomax.net/software, last accessed October 2020) was used
for seismogram analysis and plotting, ObsPy (93, 94), (http://obspy.org, last accessed October
2020) for reading seismicity catalogs, EQcorrscan (95),
(https://github.com/eqcorrscan/EQcorrscan, last accessed October 2020) for coherence
calculations, and LibreOffice (https://www.libreoffice.org, last accessed October 2020) for word
processing, spreadsheet calculations and charts.
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